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HIGH SCHOOL COURSE CATALOG ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS

Approach
At Academy of Whole Learning, our instruction is based on Standards; along with social and life skills 
curriculum. Our approach is unique. The content we teach varies according to the needs of the student. 
Whether that means a sensory-sensitive environment, varied expectations, or an array of instructional 
approaches, we carefully meet each student’s needs. Social and Life skills are infused into the expectations 
and instruction in every class.

Students with learning differences need more repetition, more teacher directed instruction, and more input 
via various strategies in order to thoroughly learn about a subject. The goal is to teach to each student’s 
potential; therefore, there is ongoing assessment, instruction, and reinforcement of student learning. 

The Academy of Whole Learning believes in embedding Social-Emotional Learning into every aspect of a 
student's day.  An effective social emotional learning program allows students to acquire and apply the  
knowledge and skills needed to set and achieve personal goals in the areas of self-management, self-
awareness, social-awareness, relationship skills, and executive functioning.  With the help of a Behavior 
Therapist, students practice these skills throughout the day within the classroom setting. By implementing 
various behavioral techniques and strategies, the Behavior Therapist works with students to achieve their 
personal goals.

The structure of the High School Classroom will be a combination of whole group, small group, and one on 
one work. Each structure is picked to strategically address the needs of the student. For example, 
sometimes, in science, a whole group is needed to do a collaborative science experiment. Or, a small group 
is needed to have collaborative discussions around literature. Finally, a one on one approach is needed for 
extra practice and attention to ensure understanding. Flexible groupings ensures each learning experience is 
set up to meet the intended learning target for that day. 

Individualized Focus and Goals

We recognize that our high school students come with varied needs and levels. Before the fall of 2021, Mr. 
Dylan will be meeting with High School families to administer assessments, create goals, and collaboratively 
decide on focus and priorities for each student’s 2021-2022 school year.
Our High School Teachers teach varied courses that focus on either:

Graded Graduation Standards

• English Language Arts - 4 Credits
• Social Studies - 3.5 credits
• Mathematics - 3 credits
• Science - 3 credits
• Technology - 1 Credit
• Fine Arts - 1 Credit
• Physical Education/Health - 1 Credit
 Physical Education, Health, and Art will be offered. Other electives will be determined by
 graduation requirements and student interests/needs.

Pass/Fail Graduation Standards integrated with Life Skill Curriculum

Further information regarding our Life Skills Curriculum will come out the summer of 2021



HIGH SCHOOL COURSE CATALOG ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
4.0 credits needed to graduate

Philosophy: The development of literacy, composition, and communication skills are essential to 
students’ success both within and beyond their academic careers. In order to be equipped to effective-
ly utilize these skills in their post-grad lives, students need to practice applying them to address a wide 
variety of purposes in a range of contexts and complexities. Therefore, the AOWL English Language 
Arts curriculum includes multimodal, diversity-inclusive learning which empowers students to express 
themselves in an informed, articulate, and adaptable manner that is responsive to the dynamics of a 
given situation. Through engagement in a plethora of independent and collaborative reading, writing, 
speaking, and listening opportunities, the English Language Arts coursework challenges students to 
build self-awareness, expand their perspective, and embrace their capacity to positively impact their own 
lives and the world.   

Cycle Course

2024-25 

2021-22 
2022-23 
2023-24 

Contemporary Literature and Literacy
American Voices in English Language Arts 
Global Perspectives in English Language Arts 
Literary Classics 



ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
4.0 credits needed to graduate

Courses: 

Contemporary Literature and Literacy: 1 CREDIT. Course Length: Year.  Students will develop the 
literacy and communication competencies required to be effective contributors to our modern society 
and larger world. They will read a range of literary and nonfiction texts focused on contemporary issues 
and engage in diverse composition, public speaking, research, and critical thinking tasks. Topics in this 
course will include but are not limited to: analysis of contemporary literature, media literacy, multimodal 
communication, source credibility and reliability, and self-expression. This college preparatory course 
addresses the reading, writing, and speech skills necessary for participation in post-graduate studies.

American Voices in English Language Arts: 1 CREDIT. Course Length: Year.  Students will apply 
their skills in literacy, composition, and speech to study American themes in English Language Arts. 
They will engage in literary analysis of a variety of texts including but not limited to: American novels, 
poetry, memoirs, contemporary pieces, and historical documents. Utilizing all aspects of the writing pro-
cess, students will complete expository, narrative, persuasive, and descriptive compositions ranging in 
style and length. Research and public speaking requirements will enrich studies and develop students’ 
skills. This college preparatory course addresses the reading, writing, and speech skills necessary for 
participation in post-graduate studies.

Global Perspectives in English Language Arts: 1 CREDIT. Course Length: Year.  Students will study 
global perspectives through literature, composition, and speaking tasks. While analyzing a wide range of 
fiction and nonfiction texts from different areas of the world, students will use critical discussion, writing, 
and research to investigate various themes, concepts, and worldviews within and across texts. They will 
learn to identify and articulate how culture and individual perception can influence an author’s content, 
style, and tone. This college preparatory course addresses the reading, writing, and speech skills neces-
sary for participation in post-graduate studies.

Literary Classics:  1 CREDIT. Course Length: Year.Students will examine classic texts from the literary 
canon. While applying their reading skills to engage in literary interpretation, they will track and explore 
text themes, character development, plot, symbols, and other literary elements. They will write a range 
of close reading papers, present informed verbal and written critiques, and articulate comparisons of 
diverse adaptations of iconic works. They will also develop an understanding of literary lenses and learn 
how to apply them to make assertions supported by specific evidence from a text. This college prepara-
tory course addresses the reading, writing, and speech skills necessary for participation in post-
graduate studies.

SOCIAL STUDIES



ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
4.0 credits needed to graduate

SOCIAL STUDIES
3.5 credits needed to graduate

Philosophy: Social Studies is taught at Academy of Whole Learning (AOWL) in order to engage all 
learners in thoughtful reflections of the past, present, and future through historical inquiry.  The study of 
geography and economics enhances student understanding of the physical and social resources of the 
world in which we live.  Learners are challenged to be active participants in their communities, states, 
and the world and apply learned core values to their life.  Social Science classes are taught in a four 
year cycle.  See the information below for details. 

Cycle Course

2021-22 
2022-23
2023-24

World History 
Economics  
Civics/Government Citizenship
U.S. History2024-25 



3.5 credits needed to graduate

Courses: 

WORLD HISTORY:  1 CREDIT. Course Length: Year.  World History is an in-depth study of our glob-
al community’s past, emphasizing the people and events that changed past societies, and how these 
changes affect our modern society. The course is separated into lessons comprising the following topic 
areas: Environmental Impact, Agriculture and Domestication of Animals, Early Empires and Cities, The 
Pre-Columbian World, Columbian Exchange, the Early Modern World, Industrial Revolution, Era of Cha-
os, Cold War, and Globalization.

ECONOMICS: 1 CREDIT. Course Length: Full Year. Grade Level: 9-12.  High school economics com-
bines the study of fundamental economic concepts such as supply/demand, risk/reward, and resource 
allocation with more complicated micro and macroeconomic theories such as credit markets and capital 
acquisitions, circular flow models, market failures, income and wealth distribution, currency and ex-
change rates, Fed policy, inflation, and global financial organizations such as the United Nations World 
Trade Organization (UNWTO) and the International Monetary Fund (IMF).

CIVICS: 1 CREDIT. Course Length: Full Year. Grade Level: 9-12. Civics is the study of citizenship and 
government. Students learn how power and responsibility are shared and limited by the government, the 
impact American politics has on world affairs, the place of law in the American constitutional system, 
and which rights the American government guarantees its citizens.

GOVERNMENT CITIZENSHIP:  1 CREDIT. Course Length: Full Year. Grade Level: 9-12. This course is 
a study of the origins, development, structure, and functions of American national government. Topics 
include the beginning of American Government, constitution, the three branches of government, political 
participation, citizenship, and community involvement. Upon completion, students should be able to 
demonstrate an understanding of the basic concepts and participatory processes in our government. 
This course takes an extra emphasis on citizenship. Allowing students to examine their roles and 
responsibilities as a citizen of the United States. 

U.S. HISTORY:  1 CREDIT. Course Length: Year. Grade Level: 9-12. United States History Semester I 
includes basic historical facts and periods in American history from the early colonization of America to 
the progressive movement. It is the study of the economic, political, and social changes that occurred in 
America from the organization of the English Colonies to the presidential administration of William 
McKinley. United States History Semester II includes basic historical facts and periods in American his-
tory from the early 1900s to the present. It is the study of the economic, political, and social changes 
that occurred in America from the Roosevelt administration to the current administration. 

SOCIAL STUDIES MATH



4.0 credits needed to graduate

SOCIAL STUDIES MATH
3.0 credits needed to graduate

Philosophy: Academy of Whole Learning believes mathematics in education is a powerful resource, 
which establishes foundational skills to many fields of study. With a solid mathematical core, students’ 
opportunities about higher education, no matter the type, are greatly expanded.  We group students 
based on skill level, not just on grade level or age. We recognize that mathematics can be a high anxiety 
activity for many people, including our students, which is why we use a blended approach to math.  We 
use tools such as direct instruction, online adaptive support, and hands-on activities to accommodate 
learning styles.

Courses: 

LIFE SKILLS MATH: 1 CREDIT. Course Length: Year. Grade Level: 9-12.   This course focuses on 
content related to independent living skills. More information to be announced over the summer.   

ESSENTIALS MATH: 1 CREDIT. Course Length: Year. Grade Level: 9-12. This course applies 
mathematical concepts to real-life situations, including units on finance, budgeting, health, 
transportation, and more.

ALGEBRA 1: 1 CREDIT. Course Length: Year. Grade Level: 9-12. This course promotes algebraic and 
critical thinking skills, including units on linear/exponential/quadratic functions

GEOMETRY: 1 CREDIT. Course Length: Year. Grade Level: 10-12. This course teaches logical 
reasoning, including units on polygons and their characteristics, introductory trigonometric relationships, 
and calculating area and volume

ALGEBRA 2: 1 CREDIT. Course Length: Year. Grade Level: 9-12. This course further develops Algebra 
1 skills and concepts, including polynomial, radical, rational, logarithmic, and trigonometric functions, 
and probably and statistics units

PRE-CALCULUS: 1 CREDIT. Course Length: Year. Grade Level: 9-12. This course prepares students 
for advanced math study in calculus. Units include basic functions and their transformations, 
applications of trigonometry, and limits. 



MATH
3.0 credits needed to graduate

SCIENCE
3.0 credits needed to graduate

Philosophy: Academy of Whole learning believes that an effective student-centered science program 
includes an approach to learning that engages students physically and cognitively in a rich and rigorous 
inquiry-driven laboratory program where students operate as “Student-Scientists.” The primary goal of 
the program is to develop substantive science literacy in all students. The academy provides students 
with opportunities to expand, change, enhance, and modify the ways in which they view the world. Our 
science courses facilitate an environment that promotes students’ thinking, honesty, curiosity, and ques-
tioning. Students will be empowered to express and share points of view, solve problems, and make 
decisions based on evidence.

Cycle Course

2024-25 

2021-22
2022-23
2023-24 

Biology
Chemistry
Earth and Space Science 
Physical Science



SCIENCE
3.0 credits needed to graduate

FINE ARTS

Courses: 

The cycle will be consistent for current students at AOWL.  New students to the school will take the ap-
propriate course based on previous coursework.   

BIOLOGY: 1 Credit.  Course Length: Year. Grade Level: 9-12. This course provides a background in 
basic biological concepts, theories and vocabulary. The major topics studied include the scientific 
process, chemical basis of life, energy flow through the living world, cells, genetics, evolution, body 
systems and ecology.  Class activities include lab experiments, simulations, presentations, projects and 
discussions. The focus of the laboratory experience is to allow students to investigate the basic 
concepts of biology and to develop skills in data collection and analysis.

CHEMISTRY: 1 Credit.  Grade Level: 9-12.This course teaches foundational concepts in chemistry: 
atomic structure, bonding, periodic table of the elements, reactions, acids/bases, chemical 
nomenclature, stoichiometry, kinetic molecular theory, and thermo-chemistry. Emphasis is placed on 
laboratory work and hands-on applications

EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCE: 1 Credit.  Course Length: Year. Grade Level: 9-12. This course is 
focuses on the study of space, geologic structures and forces, the waters on our planet, and the 
atmospheric forces that shape our world. Students will explore the Earth’s spheres including the 
geosphere, hydrosphere, cryosphere, atmosphere, and the cycles of the Earth such as the water and 
carbon cycle. Students will learn about scientific inquiry, geologic time, space exploration, the solar 
system, and the universe.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE: 1 Credit. Course Length: Year. Grade Level: 9-12. Physical Science is a 
foundational science course in both introductory physics and chemistry. The course will cover Newton’s 
3 laws of motion, forces, work and power, momentum, energy, electricity and magnetism, wave 
phenomena and behavior, matter, atomic structure, and chemical reactions. This course will include 
laboratory demonstrations and experiments, projects, activities, and group and individual work.
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